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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe the experience of common workshops to train modest but operational cross-border managers for project and disaster management. The mixed small groups produce models or simulate emergencies together. The participants learn by doing to think and behave differently in order to act better.
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INTRODUCTION
We are two universities just 10 miles from each other, in the same valley but in two different countries with different languages, structures and Cultures: France and Germany.

We want our students to become efficient cross-border actors. In terms of competence, they have to learn a lot to be able to work together and first of all the language of the partner. They must overcome prejudices, grasp different administrative realities, barriers and tasks and understand what different points of view imply [1].

Geography determines cross-border co-operation: the nearer the border, the higher the number of fields of activity potentially concerned. Neighbors, who luckily begin to talk to each other, begin to realize that, above all that divides, there are a lot of things which are or could be common between them making a synergy possible [2].

Some public or private executives or expatriates claim their duty to co-operate across borders but are not always convinced that cross-border co-operation serves the interest of their own careers and act accordingly. Ion this respect too, geography plays an evident role: every superior business, administrative or political level perceives less clearly or even fears cross-border co-operation. And one has to master three levels of Culture; the national, the corporate and the professional one.

To meet these goals, the learning process is cognitive, affective and social for one learns with the head, with the heart and with the others. Keeping this in mind, our common seminars are aimed to develop openness, tact, competence, dynamism and efficient readiness for the participants.
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IMPACT
Since the beginning to this scheme of co-operation in the fall of 2005, there have always been 4 sessions per semester alternatively on the French and on the German site at almost no marginal cost.

This means 24 sessions until July 2008 for 662 participants in total, 312 studying in France, 350 studying in Germany. And the flow goes on: it was not a short-lived experience but is part of the curriculum and means (ECTS) credits. More than 90 % of the participants were satisfied or very satisfied with the added value of the seminars for them.

So the participants experience something very useful as well academically as humanly: they realize that they have more in themselves, that they may undertake more and reach synergy through a constructive conjunction of their differences in the way to handle challenges. This is a great asset for their professional future [3].

The trainers learn a lot too. Colleagues come, see and get inspiration. And there has been an official reward for the trainers: The “Prize of the Land of Saar for the year 2006 for the Quality of Academic Training” with an amount of 20,000.00 EUR (about 30,000.00 USD).

LET’S BUILD BRIDGES TOGETHER
This presentation has no conclusion because cross-border commitment doesn’t come to an end but is a continuous process. These common training sessions are aimed to prepare modest but operational people who will be tomorrow’s actors of cross-border co-operation. They have to be able to meet the cross-cultural challenges of their professional as well as of their private lives. Indeed, integrated high level and prestigious curricula are tailored for people who will go far away and please trainers who love travelling abroad. Our approach is more humble.

Our experience brings a sense of oneself (ego) and of a know-how that is new and mutual for it not only brings together people from both sides of the border but also coming new colleagues. A cross-border view of issues such as project management, logistics, trade, production etc. is a big asset. The simulations of interdependencies especially in the case of emergencies are of great value. The conception, production and sale of a car throughout the whole process. These common training sessions are aimed to reach synergy through a constructive conjunction of their differences in the way to handle challenges. This is a great asset for their professional future [3].

In this sense, one may use the following figure to visualize the message of this presentation :

We are building a cross-border bridge above prejudices, resignation, fears, ignorance and pusillanimity. This gives mutual enrichment to the participants and better perspectives for their professional, social and private life.

So we give strong orientation to our students in order for them to find their own ways to serve the Common Good. This quality approach strives to deliver a message of dynamism and hope for the coming generation, preparing a sustainable future. On the banks of the Saar, one doesn’t speak of cross-border co-operation, one lives it and it shows. People think and act better. We remember Goethe:

“Knowledge is not enough, one has to implement;
Will is not enough, one also has to act!” [4]
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